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ABOUT LEAST-SQUARES TYPE APPROACH TO ADDRESS
DIRECT AND CONTROLLABILITY PROBLEMS
by
Arnaud Mu¨nch & Pablo Pedregal
Abstract. — We discuss the approximation of distributed null controls for partial differential
equations. The main purpose is to determine an approximation of controls that drives the solution
from a prescribed initial state at the initial time to the zero target at a prescribed final time. As
a non trivial example, we mainly focus on the Stokes system for which the existence of square-
integrable controls have been obtained in [Fursikov & Imanuvilov, Controllability of Evolution
Equations, 1996]) via Carleman type estimates. We introduce a least-squares formulation of the
controllability problem, and we show that it allows the construction of strong convergent sequences
of functions toward null controls for the Stokes system. The approach consists first in introducing
a class of functions satisfying a priori the boundary conditions in space and time - in particular the
null controllability condition at time T -, and then finding among this class one element satisfying
the system. This second step is done by minimizing a quadratic functional, among the admissible
corrector functions of the Stokes system. We also discuss briefly the direct problem for the steady
Navier-Stokes system. The method does not make use of any duality arguments and therefore
avoid the ill-posedness of dual methods, when parabolic type equation are considered.
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1. Introduction
Let Ω ⊂ RN , N = 2 or N = 3 be a bounded connected open set whose boundary ∂Ω is
Lipschitz. Let ω ⊂ Ω be a (small) nonempty open subset, and assume that T > 0. We use the
notation QT = Ω × (0, T ), qT = ω × (0, T ), ΣT = ∂Ω × (0, T ) and we denote by n = n(x) the
outward unit normal to Ω at any point x ∈ ∂Ω. Bold letters and symbols denote vector-valued
functions and spaces; for instance L2(Ω) is the Hilbert space of the functions v = (v1, . . . , vN )
with vi ∈ L
2(Ω) for all i.
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This work is related to the null controllability problem for the non-stationary Stokes system
(1.1)
{
yt − ν∆y +∇π = f 1ω, ∇ · y = 0 in QT
y = 0 on ΣT , y(·, 0) = y0 in Ω
which describes a viscous incompressible fluid flow in the bounded domain Ω. We use as a control
function the density of external forces f = f(x, t) concentrated in the arbitrary subdomain ω
during the time interval (0, T ); y is the vector field of the fluid velocity, and π is the scalar
pressure. The real ν denotes the constant viscosity of the fluid. The symbol 1ω stands for the
characteristic function of ω. We introduce the following spaces
(1.2)
H = {ϕ ∈ L2(Ω) : ∇ · ϕ = 0 in Ω, ϕ · n = 0 on ∂Ω},
V = {ϕ ∈ H10(Ω) : ∇ ·ϕ = 0 in Ω}, U =
{
ψ ∈ L2(Ω) :
∫
Ω
ψ(x) dx = 0
}
.
Then, for any y0 ∈ H, T > 0, and f ∈ L
2(qT ), there exists exactly one solution (y, π) of (1.1)
with the following regularity :
y ∈ C0 ([0, T ];H) ∩ L2 (0, T ;V) , π ∈ L2(0, T ;U)
(see [28]). The null controllability problem for (1.1) at time T is the following:
For any y0 ∈ H, find f ∈ L
2(qT ) such that the corresponding solution to (1.1) satisfies
(1.3) y(·, T ) = 0 in Ω.
The controllability properties of evolution PDEs have attracted a lot of works in the last decades:
some relevant references are [3, 12, 17, 18, 29]. In particular, the Stokes - and more generally
the Navier-Stokes - system has received a lot of attention: we mention the references [7, 15].
The following result is proved in [11] (see also [5, 12, 16]) by the way of Carleman estimates.
Theorem 1.1 (Fursikov-Imanuvilov). — The linear system (1.1) is null-controllable at any
time T > 0.
On the other hand, the (numerical) approximation of controls either distributed or located
on the boundary for the Stokes system has received much less attention, due to the underlying
ill-posedness of the approximation. In practice, such approximation is usually addressed in the
framework of an optimal control reformulation. Precisely, one seeks to minimize the quadratic
functional J(f) := 12‖f‖
2
L2(qT )
over the non-empty set
C(y0, T ) = {(y, f) : f ∈ L
2(qT ), y solves (1.1) and satisfies (1.3)}.
Following [14], duality arguments allow to replace this constrained minimization by the uncon-
strained minimization of its conjugate function J⋆ defined as
J⋆(ϕT ) =
1
2
∫∫
qT
|ϕ|2 dx dt+
∫
Ω
y0 ·ϕ(·, 0) dx
over ϕT ∈H, where (ϕ, σ) solves the adjoint backward Stokes system associated with (1.1) :
(1.4)
{
−ϕt − ν∆ϕ+∇σ = 0, ∇ · ϕ = 0 in QT
ϕ = 0 on ΣT , ϕ(·, T ) = ϕT in Ω
H is the Hilbert space defined as the completion of any smooth space functions included in H
for the norm ‖ϕ‖L2(qT ). The control of minimal square-integrable norm is then given by f = ϕˆ 1ω
where ϕˆ is associated with the unique minimizer ϕˆT inH of J
⋆ (see [3, 14]). The difficulty, when
one wants to approximate such control in any finite dimensional space, that is when one likes
to minimize numerically J⋆, is that the space H is huge, in particular, contains ∪s∈NH
−s(Ω),
and even elements that may not be distributions. Numerical experiments do suggest that the
minimizer ϕˆT is very singular (we refer to [9, 10, 21] for a detailed analysis in the close case
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of the heat equation). This phenomenon is independent of the choice of J , but is related to the
use of dual variables. Actually, the equality (1.3) can be viewed as an equality in a very small
space (due to the strong regularization effect of the heat kernel). Accordingly, the associated
multiplier ϕT belong to a large dual space, much larger than L
2(Ω), that is hard to represent
(numerically) in any finite dimensional space.
An alternative way of looking at these problems and avoiding the introduction of dual variables
has been proposed in [25]. It is based on the following simple strategy. Instead of working all
the time with solutions of the underlying state equation, and looking for one that may comply
with the final desired state, one considers a suitable class of functions complying with required
initial, boundary, final conditions and appropriate regularity, and seeks one of those that is a
solution of the state equation. This is in practice accomplished by setting up an error functional
defined for all feasible functions, and measuring how far those are from being a solution of the
underlying state equation.
One advantage of this variational approach is that the way to get closer to a solution of the
problem is by minimizing a functional that cannot get stuck on local minima because the only
critical points of the error turn out to be global minimizers with zero error. Therefore a general
strategy for approximation consists in using a descent algorithm for this error functional. This
approach which has the flavor of a least-squares type method has been employed successfully in
our null controllability context for the linear heat equation in [22] and for an hyperbolic system
in [19].
We apply this approach to the Stokes system. In Section 2, we describe the ingredients of the
variational approach for the system (1.1) and reduce the search of one controlled trajectory for
the Stokes system to the minimization of the quadratic functional E defined by (2.2) over the
affine space A defined by (2.1). In Section 3, by a general-purpose lemma (Lemma 3.2), using the
very specific structure of the functional E, we prove that we may construct minimizing sequences
for the error functional E that do converge strongly to an extremal point for E (see Proposition
3.1). Section 4, we adapt the argument for the direct problem of the steady Navier-Stokes system.
Results of this work were partially announced in the note [23].
2. A least-squares reformulation
Following [22, 25], we define the non-empty space
(2.1)
A =
{
(y, π, f); y ∈ L2(0, T,H10(Ω)),yt ∈ L
2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)),
y(·, 0) = y0, y(·, T ) = 0, π ∈ L
2(0, T ;U), f ∈ L2(qT )
}
.
These hypotheses on y imply that it belongs to C([0, T ],L2(Ω)) and give a meaning to the
equalities y(·, 0) = y0, y(·, T ) = 0 in L
2(Ω). Note also that A is defined in agreement with the
regularity of any solution (y, π) of the Stokes system with a source term f ∈ L2(QT ). Then, we
define the functional E : A → R+ by
(2.2) E(y, π, f) =
1
2
∫∫
QT
(|vt|
2 + |∇v|2 + |∇ · y|2) dx dt
where the corrector v is the unique solution in H1(QT ) of the (elliptic) boundary value problem
(2.3)
{
− vtt −∆v + (yt − ν∆y +∇π − f 1ω) = 0, in QT ,
v = 0 on ΣT , vt = 0 on Ω× {0, T }.
For any (y, π, f) ∈ A, the term yt − ν∆y +∇π − f 1ω belongs to L
2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)) so that the
functional E is well-defined in A. The approach developed here is based on the following result.
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Proposition 2.1. — (y, π) is a controlled solution of the Stokes system (1.1) by the control
function f 1ω ∈ L
2(qT ) if and only if (y, π, f) is a solution of the extremal problem :
(2.4) inf
(y,π,f)∈A
E(y, π, f).
Proof- From the controllability of the Stokes system given by Theorem 1.1, the extremal prob-
lem (2.4) is well-posed in the sense that the infimum, equal to zero, is reached by any controlled
solution of the Stokes system. Note that, without additional assumptions, the minimizer is not
unique. Conversely, we check that any minimizer for E is a solution of the (controlled) Stokes
system: let (Y,Π,F) ∈ A0 be arbitrary where
(2.5)
A0 =
{
(y, π, f); y ∈ L2(0, T,H10(Ω)), yt ∈ L
2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)),
y(·, 0) = y(·, T ) = 0, π ∈ L2(0, T ;U), f ∈ L2(qT )
}
.
The first variation of E at the point (y, π, f) in the admissible direction (Y,Π,F) defined by
(2.6) 〈E′(y, π, f), (Y,Π,F)〉 = lim
η→0
E((y, π, f) + η(Y,Π,F)) − E(y, π, f)
η
,
exists, and is given by
(2.7) 〈E′(y, π, f), (Y,Π,F)〉 =
∫∫
QT
(
vt ·Vt +∇v · ∇V + (∇ · y)(∇ ·Y)
)
dx dt
where the corrector V ∈ H1(QT ), associated with (Y,Π,F), is the unique solution of
(2.8)
{
−Vtt −∆V + (Yt − ν∆Y +∇Π− F 1ω) = 0 in QT ,
V = 0 on ΣT , Vt = 0 on Ω× {0, T }.
Multiplying the main equation of this system by v (recall that v is the corrector associated with
the minimizer (y, π, f)), integrating by parts, and using the boundary conditions on v and V,
we get
(2.9)
〈E′(y, π, f), (Y,Π,F)〉 = −
∫∫
QT
(−Y · vt + ν∇Y · ∇v −Π∇ · v − F · v 1ω) dx dt
+
∫∫
QT
(∇ · y)(∇ ·Y) dx dt, ∀(Y,Π,F) ∈ A0,
where we have used that
−
∫ T
0
〈Yt,v〉H−1(Ω),H1(Ω) dt =
∫∫
QT
Y · vt dx dt−
∫
Ω
[Y · v]T0 dx =
∫∫
QT
Y · vt dx dt,
and that ∫ T
0
〈∇Π,v〉H−1(Ω),H1(Ω)dt = −
∫∫
QT
Π ∇ · v dx dt.
Therefore if (y, π, f) minimizes E, the equality 〈E′(y, π, f), (Y,Π,F)〉 = 0 for all (Y,Π,F) ∈ A0
implies that the corrector v = v(y, π, f) solution of (2.3) satisfies the conditions
(2.10)
{
vt + ν∆v −∇(∇ · y) = 0, ∇ · v = 0, in QT ,
v = 0, in qT .
But from the unique continuation property for the Stokes system (see [5, 6]), it turns out that
v = 0 in QT and that ∇ ·y is a constant in QT . Eventually, the relation (2.9) is then reduced to
〈E′(y, π, f), (Y,Π,F)〉 = (∇ · y)
∫∫
QT
∇ ·Y dx dt = 0, ∀(Y,Π,F) ∈ A0
and then implies that this constant is zero. Consequently, if (y, π, f) ∈ A is a minimizer for E,
then ∇·y = 0 in QT , and the corrector v is zero in QT , so that E(y, π, f) = 0. Therefore, (y, π, f)
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solves (1.1), and since (y, π, f) ∈ A, the state y is controlled at the time T by the function f
which acts as a control distributed in ω.
Remark 2.2. — The proof of Proposition 2.1 only utilizes optimality of (y, π, f) and not its
minimality. Therefore in the statement of the proposition, we could have written instead : (y, π)
is a controlled solution of the Stokes system (1.1) by the control function f 1ω ∈ L
2(qT ) if and
only if (y, π, f) is a stationary point for the functional E(y, π, f) over (y, π, f) ∈ A. This is
relevant from the perspective of the numerical simulation for it guarantees that the numerical
procedure based on a descent strategy cannot get stuck in local minima.
Remark 2.3. — For any (y, π, f) ∈ A, the cost E can be formulate as follows
E(y, π, f) =
1
2
‖yt − ν∆y +∇π − f 1ω‖
2
H−1(QT )
+
1
2
‖∇ · y‖2L2(QT ).
This justifies the least-squares terminology. The use of least-squares type approaches to solve
linear and nonlinear problem is not new and we refer to [1, 13, 2] for many applications. The
use of least-squares type approaches in the controllability context comes from [25].
Remark 2.4. — The quasi-incompressibility case is obtained in the same way. It suffices to
add ǫπ (for any ǫ > 0) to the divergence term in the functional E. This is also in practice a
classical trick to fix the constant of the pressure π (see Section 4).
Remark 2.5. — The approach allows to consider compact support control jointly in time and
space. It suffices to replace the function 1ω in (1.1) by any compact support function in time and
space, say 1q˜T , where q˜T denotes a non-empty subset of QT . Since Theorem 1.1 holds for any
controllability time T and any subset ω of Ω, the controllability of (1.1) remains true as soon as
q˜T contains any non-empty cylindrical domain of the form ω1 × (t1, t2) ⊂ Ω× (0, T ).
Remark 2.6. — A fortiori, the approach is well-adapted to address the direct problem (which
consists, f being fixed, in solving the boundary value problem (1.1): it suffices to remove from A
and A0 the condition (1.3), and fix the forcing term f (see [2] using a similar least-squares type
point of view). In that case, the second line of (2.10) is replaced by v(·, T ) = 0, which implies
with the first line, that v and ∇ · y = 0 both vanish in QT .
It is worth to notice that this approach allows to treat at the same time the null controllability
constraint and the incompressibility one. In this sense, the pair (π, f) can be regarded as a control
function for the set of constraints
(2.11) y(·, T ) = 0 on Ω, ∇ · y = 0 in QT .
These two conditions are compatibles: there is no competition between them. In the uncontrolled
situation, from the uniqueness, the pressure π is unique as soon as the source term (here f1ω) is
fixed. On the other hand, in our controllability context, the pair (π, f) is not unique: the pressure
π depends on f 1ω and vice versa. Therefore, the optimization with respect to both variables
at the same time makes sense. From this point of view, we may reformulate the problem as a
general controllability problem for the heat equation:
yt − ν∆y = V := f 1ω −∇π in QT ,
V being a control function such that (2.11) holds. The control function V acts on the whole
domain, but on the other hand, should take the specific form V := f 1ω −∇π.
Again, this perspective is different with the classical one, which consists in finding a control
v ∈ L2(qT ), such that y(·, T ) = 0 in Ω where (y, π) solves (1.1). This can done by duality, penal-
ization technique, etc. Conversely, one may also consider iteratively first the null controllability
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constraint, that is, for any π fixed in L2(0, T ;U), find a control fπ 1ω such that (1.3) holds, and
then find the pressure π such that ∇ · yπ = 0 holds in QT . Using again a least-squares type
approach (for the heat equation, as developed in [22]), the first step reduces to solve, for any
π ∈ L2(0, T, U) fixed, the problem
inf
(ypi,fpi)∈A1
E˜(y, f) :=
1
2
‖v‖2H1(QT )
where v = v(yπ , π, fπ) solves (2.3) and A1 is given by
A1 =
{
(y, f); y ∈ L2(0, T,H10(Ω)),yt ∈ L
2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)),y(·, 0) = y0, y(·, T ) = 0, f ∈ L
2(qT )
}
.
The second step consists in updating the pressure according to a descent direction for the function
G : L2(0, T, U)→ R defined by G(π) := 1/2‖∇ · yπ‖
2
L2(QT )
. We get that the first variation of G
at π in the direction π ∈ L2(0, T ;U) is given by < G′(π), π >=
∫∫
QT
∇π · p dx dt where p solves
−pt − ν∆p = ∇(∇ · yπ) in QT , p(·, T ) = 0 in Ω, p = 0 on ΣT .
Again, this direct problem may be solved within the variational approach developed in this work
(see Remark 2.6).
3. Convergence of some minimizing sequences for E
Proposition 2.1 reduces the approximation of a null control for (1.1) to a minimization of the
functional E over A. As a preliminary step, since A is not a vectorial space, we remark that any
element of A can be written as the sum of one element of A, say sA, plus any element of the
vectorial space A0. Thus, we consider for any sA := (yA, πA, fA) ∈ A the following problem:
(3.1) min
(y,π,f)∈A0
EsA(y, π, f), EsA(y, π, f) := E(sA + (y, π, f)).
Problems (2.4) and (3.1) are equivalent. Any solution of Problem (3.1) is a solution of the initial
problem (2.4). Conversely, any solution of Problem (2.4) can be decomposed as the sum sA+sA0 ,
for some sA0 in A0.
We endow the vectorial space A0 with its natural norm ‖ · ‖A0 such that :
(3.2) ‖y, π, f‖2A0 :=
∫∫
QT
(|y|2 + |∇y|2) dx dt+
∫ T
0
‖yt(·, t)‖
2
H−1(Ω)dt+
∫∫
QT
(|f |2 + |π|2) dx dt,
recalling that ‖yt‖H−1(Ω) = ‖g‖H1
0
(Ω) where g ∈ H
1
0(Ω) solves −∆g = yt in Ω. We denote 〈, 〉A0
the corresponding scalar product. (A0, ‖ · ‖A0) is an Hilbert space.
The relation (2.9) allows to define a minimizing sequence in A0 for EsA .
It turns out that minimizing sequences for EsA which belong to a precise subset of A0 remain
bounded uniformly. This very valuable property is not a priori guaranteed from the definition of
EsA . The boundedness of EsA implies only the boundedness of the corrector v for the H
1(QT )-
norm and the boundedness of the divergence ∇ · y of the velocity field for the L2(QT )-norm.
Actually, this property is due to the fact that the functional EsA is invariant in the subset of A0
which satisfies the state equations of (1.1).
In order to construct a minimizing sequence bounded in A0 for EsA , we introduce the linear
continuous operator T which maps a triplet (y, π, f) ⊂ A into the corresponding vector (v,∇ ·
y) ∈ H1(QT ) × L
2(QT ), with the corrector v as defined by (2.3). Then we define the space
A = KerT∩A0 composed of the elements (y, π, f) satisfying the Stokes system and such that y
vanishes on the boundary ∂QT . Note that A is not the trivial space : it suffices to consider the
difference of two distinct null controlled solutions of (1.1). Finally, we note A⊥ = (KerT∩A0)
⊥
the orthogonal complement of A in A0 and PA⊥ : A0 → A
⊥ the (orthogonal) projection on A⊥.
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We then define the following minimizing sequence (yk, πk, fk)k≥0 ∈ A
⊥ as follows:
(3.3)


(y0, π0, f0) given in A⊥,
(yk+1, πk+1, fk+1) = (yk, πk, fk)− ηkPA⊥(y
k, πk, f
k
), k ≥ 0
where (yk, πk, f
k
) ∈ A0 is defined as the unique solution of the formulation
(3.4) 〈(yk, πk, f
k
), (Y,Π,F)〉A0 = 〈E
′
s0
(yk, πk, fk), (Y,Π,F)〉, ∀(Y,Π,F) ∈ A0.
ηk denotes a positive descent step. In particular, (3.4) implies that π
k = −∇ · vk ∈ L2(QT ) and
f
k
= −vk 1ω ∈ L
2(qT ) (actually in H
1(qT )).
One main issue of our variational approach is to establish the convergence of the minimizing
sequence defined by (3.3). We have the following result.
Proposition 3.1. — For any sA ∈ A and any {y
0, π0, f0} ∈ A⊥, the sequence sA +
{(yk, πk, fk)}k≥0 ∈ A converges strongly to a solution of the extremal problem (2.4).
This proposition is the consequence of the following abstract result which can be adapted to
many different situations where this variational perspective can be of help.
Lemma 3.2. — Suppose T : X 7→ Y is a linear, continuous operator between Hilbert spaces,
and H ⊂ X, a closed subspace, u0 ∈ X. Put
E : u0 +H 7→ R
+, E(u) =
1
2
‖Tu‖2, A = KerT ∩H.
1. E : u0+A
⊥ → R is quadratic, non-negative, and strictly convex, where A⊥ is the orthogonal
complement of A in H.
2. If we regard E as a functional defined on H, E(u0 + ·), and identify H with its dual, then
the derivative E′(u0 + ·) always belongs to A
⊥. In particular, a typical steepest descent
procedure for E(u0 + ·) will always stay in the manifold u0 +A
⊥.
3. If, in addition, minu∈H E(u0+u) = 0, then the steepest descent scheme will always produce
sequences converging (strongly in X) to a unique (in u0 +A
⊥) minimizer u0 + u with zero
error.
Proof of Lemma 3.2- Suppose there are ui ∈ A
⊥, i = 1, 2, such that
E
(
u0 +
1
2
u1 +
1
2
u2
)
=
1
2
E(u0 + u1) +
1
2
E(u0 + u2).
Due to the strict convexity of the norm in a Hilbert space, we deduce that this equality can only
occur if Tu1 = Tu2. So therefore u1 − u2 ∈ A ∩ A
⊥ = {0}, and u1 = u2. For the second part,
note that for arbitrary U ∈ A, TU = 0, and so
E(u0 + u+ U) =
1
2
‖Tu0 +Tu+TU‖
2 =
1
2
‖Tu0 +Tu‖
2 = E(u0 + u).
Therefore the derivative E′(u0 + u), the steepest descent direction for E at u0 + u, has to be
orthogonal to all such U ∈ A.
Finally, assume E(u0+ u) = 0. It is clear that this minimizer is unique in u0+A
⊥ (recall the
strict convexity in (i)). This, in particular, implies that for arbitrary u ∈ A⊥,
(3.5) 〈E′(u0 + u), u− u〉 ≤ 0,
because this inner product is the derivative of the section t 7→ E(u0 + tu + (1 − t)u) at t = 0,
and this section must be a positive parabola with the minimum point at t = 1. If we consider
the gradient flow
u′(t) = −E′(u0 + u(t)), t ∈ [0,+∞),
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then, because of (3.5),
d
dt
(
1
2
‖u(t)− u‖2
)
= 〈u(t)− u, u′(t)〉 = 〈u(t)− u,−E′(u0 + u(t))〉 ≤ 0.
This implies that sequences produced through a steepest descent method will be minimizing for
E, uniformly bounded in X (because ‖u(t) − u‖ is a non-increasing function of t), and due to
the strict convexity of E restricted to u0 + A
⊥, they will have to converge towards the unique
minimizer u0 + u.
Remark 3.3. — Despite the strong convergence in this statement, it may not be true that the
error is coercive, even restricted to u0 + A
⊥, so that strong convergence could be very slow.
Because of this same reason, it may be impossible to establish rates of convergence for these
minimizing sequences.
The element u0 determines the non-homogeneous data set of each problem: source term,
boundary conditions, initial and/or final condition, etc. The subspace H is the subset of the
ambient Hilbert space X for which the data set vanishes. T is the operator defining the corrector,
so that KerT is the subspace of all solutions of the underlying equation or system. The subspace
A is the subspace of all solutions of the problem with vanishing data set. In some situations A
will be trivial, but in some others will not be so. The important property is (iii) in the statement
guaranteeing that we indeed have strong convergence in X of iterates. The main requirement
for this to hold is to know, a priori, that the error attains its minimum value zero somewhere,
which in the situation treated here is guaranteed by Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1- The result is obtained by applying Lemma 3.2 as follows. If
we put B = {y ∈ L2(0, T,H10(Ω)) : yt ∈ L
2(0, T ;H−1(Ω))}, X is taken to be B × L2(0, T ;U)×
L2(qT ). H is taken to be A0 as given in (2.5) and u0 = sA ∈ A ⊂ X . The operator T maps a
triplet (y, π, f) ∈ A ⊂ X into (v,∇ · y) ∈ Y := H1(QT )× L
2(QT ) as explained earlier.
Remark 3.4. — The construction of the minimizing sequence only requires the resolution of
standard well-posed elliptic problems over QT , well-adapted to general situations (time dependent
support, mesh adaptation, etc). On the other hand, it is important to highlight that the L2(qT )
control function f obtained from the minimizing procedure does not a priori minimize any specific
norm (for instance the L2-norm).
Without the projection on (KerT ∩ A0)
⊥ in (3.3), the sequence (yk, πk, fk) remains a min-
imizing sequence for EsA : actually, the values of the cost EsA along the sequence (y
k, πk, fk)
are equal with or without the projection. This is due to the fact that the component of the
descent direction (yk, πk, f
k
) on (KerT∩A0) does not affect the value of the cost : on the other
hand, without the projection, the minimizing sequence may not be bounded uniformly in A0, in
particular the control function f may not be bounded in L2(qT ).
The subset A⊥ is not explicit, so that in practice the projection PA⊥(y
k, πk, f
k
) may be defined
by PA⊥(y
k, πk, f
k
) = (yk, πk, f
k
)− p, where p solves the extremal problem :
(3.6) min
p∈A
‖p− (yk, πk, f
k
)‖A0 .
Recalling that A is by definition the set of triplets (y, π, f) satisfying yt− ν∆y+∇π− f 1ω = 0,
∇ · y = 0 in QT such that y vanishes on ∂QT , this extremal problem is nothing else than
a controllability problem for the Stokes system, similar to the one considered in this work.
Therefore, we shall bypass this projection and shall introduce instead a stopping criteria for the
descent method measuring how far from A⊥ the descent direction is.
We refer to [20] for numerical experiments.
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4. Direct problem for the steady Navier-Stokes system
The least-squares approach allows to address non-linear problem. We consider here simply
the steady Navier-Stokes and address the direct problem: find (y, π) solution of
(4.1)
{
− ν∆y + (y · ∇)y +∇π = f , ∇ · y = 0 in Ω
y = 0 on ∂Ω.
We recall the following result (see [28]) :
Theorem 4.1. — For any f ∈ H−1(Ω), there exists at least one (y, π) ∈ H10(Ω)×L
2
0(Ω) solution
of (4.1). Moreover, if ν−2‖f‖H−1(Ω) is small enough, then the couple (y, π) is unique.
In order to solve this boundary value problem, we use a least-squares type approach. We
consider the space A = H10(Ω)× L
2(Ω) and then we define the functional E : A → R+ by
(4.2) E(y, π) :=
1
2
∫
Ω
(|∇v|2 + |∇ · y|2) dx
where the corrector v is the unique solution in H10(QT ) of the (elliptic) boundary value problem
(4.3)
{
−∆v + (−ν∆y + div(y ⊗ y) +∇π − f) = 0, in Ω,
v = 0 on ∂Ω.
We then consider the following extremal problem
(4.4) inf
(y,π)∈A
E(y, π).
We recall the following equality
Lemma 4.2. — – For all y, z, div(y ⊗ z) = y∇ · z+ (∇y)z.
– For all y, z,p ∈ H10(Ω),
(4.5)
∫
Ω
(
div(y ⊗ z) + div(z⊗ y)
)
· p = −
∫
Ω
(y ⊗ z+ z⊗ y) : ∇p
= −
∫
Ω
(
(∇p+ (∇p)T )y
)
· z
From Theorem 4.1, the infimum is equal to zero and is reached by an element solution of (4.1).
Conversely, we would like to state that the only critical point for E correspond to solution of
(4.1).
In view of [27, Corollary 1.8], let us first prove the following result.
Proposition 4.3. — E is an error functional, that is E : A → R is a C1-functional over the
Hilbert space A, E is non-negative and
limE(y, π) = 0 as E′(y, π)→ 0.
Proof. — We write that
(4.6) E′(y, π) · (Y,Π) =
∫
Ω
∇v · ∇V + (∇ · y)(∇ ·Y)dx
where V ∈ H10(Ω) solves
(4.7)
{
−∆V + (−ν∆Y + div(y ⊗Y) + div(Y ⊗ y) +∇Π) = 0, in Ω,
V = 0 on ∂Ω.
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Multiplying the state equation by v and using (4.2), we get
(4.8)
E′(y, π) · (Y,Π) =
∫
Ω
ν∆v ·Y + (∇v + (∇v)T )y) ·Y + (∇ · v)Πdx
+
∫
Ω
(∇ · y)(∇ ·Y)dx
or equivalently
(4.9)
E′(y, π) · (Y,Π) =
∫
Ω
−ν∇v · ∇Y + (y ⊗Y +Y ⊗ y) : ∇v + (∇ · v)Πdx
+
∫
Ω
(∇ · y)(∇ ·Y)dx.
We then check that we can take Y = v, i.e. v = v(y, π) ∈ H10(Ω) uniquely given by the
solution of (4.7) remains bounded with respect to (y, π) ∈ H10 × L
2(Ω). By definition, the
corrector v solves the variational formulation:
(4.10)
∫
Ω
((∇v + ν∇y − y ⊗ y) : ∇w − π∇ ·w− f ·w) = 0, ∀w ∈ H10(Ω)
Taking w = v, we get that
(4.11)
∫
Ω
|∇v|2dx =
∫
Ω
(y ⊗ y : ∇v − ν∇y : ∇v + π∇ · v + f · v)dx
so that, in view of the Poincare´ inequality,
(4.12) ‖v‖H1
0
(Ω) ≤ C(‖y ⊗ y‖L2(Ω) + ‖y‖H1
0
(Ω) + ‖π‖L2(Ω) + ‖f‖H−1(Ω)).
leading to the result. Then, taking Y = v in (4.9), we get
(4.13)
E′(y, π) · (v,Π) =
∫
Ω
−ν|∇v|2 − (y ⊗ v + v ⊗ y) : ∇v + (∇ · v)Πdx
+
∫
Ω
(∇ · y)(∇ · v)dx
=
∫
Ω
−ν|∇v|2 − (v ⊗ v) : ∇y +
1
2
(∇ · y)|v|2dx
+
∫
Ω
(∇ · v)(∇ · y + y · v +Π)dx
Similarly, in view of (4.12), Πs = −(∇ · y + y · v) ∈ L
2(Ω) remains bounded with respect to
(y, π) and we write
(4.14) E′(y, π) · (v,Πs) =
∫
Ω
−ν|∇v|2 − (v ⊗ v) : ∇y +
1
2
(∇ · y)|v|2dx
We then use the following result (consequence of the well-posedness of the Oseen equation)
Lemma 4.4. — For any y ∈ H10(Ω), F ∈ L
2(Ω), there exists (Y,Π) ∈ H10 (Ω) × L
2(Ω) with
∇ ·Y = 0 such that
(4.15)
∫
Ω
(ν∇Y − (Y ⊗ y + y ⊗Y)) : ∇w −Π∇ ·w − F ·w = 0, ∀w ∈ H10 (Ω)
such that ‖Y,Π‖H1
0
(Ω)×L2(Ω) ≤ C(‖y‖H1
0
(Ω)‖+ ‖F‖L2(Ω)) for some C > 0.
Using this lemma for F = v and w = v (v is the corrector associated to the pair (y, π)), we
obtain that (Y,Π) ∈ H10(Ω)× L
2(Ω) satisfies ∇ ·Y = 0 and
(4.16)
∫
Ω
(ν∇Y − (Y ⊗ y + y ⊗Y)) : ∇v −Π∇ · v − v · v = 0, ∀w ∈ H10 (Ω)
With this pair (Y,Π) bounded with respect to v and to y, and so with respect to (y, π), we
have from (4.9), (remind that ∇ ·Y = 0)
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(4.17) E′(y, π) · (Y,Π) =
∫
Ω
−ν∇v · ∇Y + (y ⊗Y +Y ⊗ y) : ∇v + (∇ · v)Πdx
The property E′(y, π) · (Y,Π) → 0 then implies that ‖v‖L2(Ω) → 0. Then, from (4.14), the
property E′(y, π) · (v,Πs)→ 0 then implies from the equality (4.16) that ‖∇v‖L2(Ω) → 0.
Then, 4.9 implies that
∫
Ω∇ · y∇ ·Ydx→ 0 for all Y ∈ H
1
0 (Ω) so that ‖∇ · y‖L2(Ω) → 0.
We then recall the following result.
Lemma 4.5. — [27, Corollary 1.8] Let H be a Hilbert space. Suppose J : H → R is an error
functional for which there is a unique u0 ∈ H with J(u0) = 0. If J(uj) → 0, then uj → u0
strongly in H, and J complies with the Palais-Smale condition.
In view of Proposition 4.3 and of the previous Lemma, we have the following result.
Proposition 4.6. — If ν−1‖f‖H−1(Ω) is small enough, then any minimizing sequence
(yk, πk)k>0 for E converges strongly toward (y, π), unique solution of the boundary value
problem (4.1).
Proof. — It suffices to apply the previous lemma for J = E and H = A. The uniqueness here
follows from Theorem 4.1.
Remark 4.7. — We write again that
(4.18) E′(y, π) · (Y,Π) =
∫
Ω
∇v · ∇V + (∇ · y)(∇ ·Y)dx
where V ∈ H10(Ω) solves the well-posed formulation
(4.19)
{
−∆V + (−ν∆Y + div(y ⊗Y) + div(Y ⊗ y) +∇Π) = 0, in Ω,
V = 0 on ∂Ω.
Multiplying the state equation by v and using (4.2), we get
(4.20)
E′(y, π) · (Y,Π) =
∫
Ω
ν∆v ·Y + (∇v + (∇v)T )y) ·Y + (∇ · v)Πdx
+
∫
Ω
(∇ · y)(∇ ·Y)dx
so that, at the optimality, the corrector funcion v solves the following linear boundary problem :
(4.21)
{
ν∆v + (∇v + (∇v)T )y −∇(∇ · y) = 0, ∇ · v = 0 in Ω
v = 0 on ∂Ω
Proposition 4.3 implies that if E′(y, π) = 0, then E(y, π) = 0. Therefore, the formulation (4.21)
implies that v = 0 and ∇ · y = 0. This may be seen as a unique continuation property for
Navier-Stokes equation.
Remark 4.8. — The previous results hold true if we replace the cost E by
(4.22) Eε(y, π) :=
1
2
∫
Ω
(|∇v|2 + |∇ · y + επ|2) dx
for any ε > 0, where v solves (4.3).
As a very interesting consequence, Proposition 4.6 reduces the approximation of the vanishing
elements of E to the construction of one arbitrary minimizing sequence, say (yk, πk)k>0, for E.
The unsteady case as well as the controllability case are more involved: we refer to [24] based
on [8, 16, 26].
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